Further Results for Edge Convergence of Directed Signed Networks.
The edge convergence problems have been explored for directed signed networks recently in 2019 by Du, Ma, and Meng, of which the analysis results, however, depend heavily on the strong connectivity of the network topologies. The question asked in this article is: whether and how can the edge convergence be achieved when the strong connectivity is not satisfied? The answer for the case of spanning tree is given. It is shown that if a signed network is either structurally balanced or r-structurally unbalanced, then the edge state can be ensured to converge to a constant vector. In contrast, if a signed network is both structurally unbalanced and r-structurally balanced, then its edge state does not converge to a constant vector any longer, but to a time-varying vector trajectory with a constant speed. Further, the dynamic behavior results of edges can be derived to address the node convergence problems of signed networks. The simulation examples are provided to illustrate the validity of the established edge convergence results.